
For the week of: 13th March 2023

In Maths on Monday we learnt about telling the time to the half hour.
We found out that the minute hand is always on the 6 and the hour
hand is just past the hour (remembering to go clockwise). It helped to
remember that when the hour hand was between 2 numbers, it was
always the smaller number, when reading half past times. For example,
with the clock below, it is half past 2, not half past 3. We had to read
half-past times with our partners and then create half-past times on our
small clocks. It was quite tricky, but we did really well!

Maths

In English this week we have concluding our non-fiction learning about
Castles. We have been focussing on who would have lived in castles
back in 1066 onwards. We learnt about servants, cooks, knights and
jesters. Maybe your children could tell you a bit about each job. We
then created our own non-chronological reports all about castles. The
children were able to design their own layout for their reports and they
could either use printed material for labels and photos or they could do
their own drawings.

English



In Science this week, we carried out an umbrella investigation, as
we’ve had so much rain! We had to solve a problem. Our compare
bears had all lost their umbrellas, so we had to test different materials
to see which one would be best to make new umbrellas for them. We
put our bears into jars and tested foil, paper, fabric and plastic, by
covering the jars with the different materials and then dropped water
on the top with a pipette. We then looked closely to see which
materials stopped the water from getting through. We found that both
foil and plastic were waterproof, but most of us decided that plastic
would be the best material for the new umbrellas, as it is soft and more
flexible.

Science

Thursday 23rd March – Castle Day – Children are invited to dress up but 
please this could be as simple as making a crown. If anyone needs anything 

we have outfits in our dressing up area too. Please just let us know. 

Monday 27th March – Woodland Learning

Thursday 30th March  – Bodiam Castle Trip

Dates

Here are the following dates and colour groups for this term:

Blue – Tuesday 21st March

Show and Tell



We hope you have a lovely weekend! 

From the Year One Team ☺

Congratulations to Evie and Jude for being our Stars of the 
Week and to Amelia or being our Bright Spark.

Stars of the Week and Bright Sparks



Challenge

stopped

popped

hopped

shouted

jumped

laughed

This Weeks Spellings

Team A

food

pool

moon

book

took

wood

Team B

put

pull

full

brush

snail

cheek


